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i recommend this course because i think it has the best balance
of content that you need to pass the cisa exam. the crr portion
of this course is comprehensive and is one of the most tested
modules on this course. it will prepare you with the knowledge
and understanding that is required to pass the crr. i feel that if
you arent clear on the basics of what the crr is asking you to
address, then youre never going to pass it or earn a passing
grade in your cissp. if this course isnt right for you, then all of
the other cisa courses offer the same practice testing and drills
that you need for exam success. so, if you feel that this course
isnt enough, then you should probably move on to another cisa
review package since they all have the same information. but if
you want to really focus on your preparation, then i feel that
surgent cisa review is a package that will show results in the
amount of time that you invest in your studies. the realistic
pricing of this course is what drives my recommendation for
this course. it provides the most advanced practice questions
available to help you pass your exam. i feel that if youre getting
five times as many practice questions as you need to pass your
cissp exam, then youll be well prepared by the time youre
sitting down to take the test. however, if you need the help to
pass your exam then i wouldnt expect to spend less than
$1,000 for a cisa review package and that probably doesnt
include any video or audio lessons. but again, that isnt the case
with surgent. theyre going above and beyond what others are
able to offer.
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